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Believe it or not, we're at the start of a major resurgence of the American musical.  
 
Frequently written off over the past 20 years as an art form lacking creativity or 
innovation, the musical is bouncing back, thanks to programs like the Graduate Musical 
Theater Program at the Tisch School for the Arts at NYU or the Musical Theater Lab at 
the Barrington Stage Company in Pittsfield, MA, devoted not only to nurturing muscial 
theater artists but to offering opportunities to mount their shows.  And these aren't the 
only such venues.  The Eugene O'Neill Center in Waterford, CT, sponsors a musical 
theater conference for up and coming composers and writers every summer and in just 
a few weeks, the annual New York Musical Theatre Festival will feature staged 
productions of promising shows. At this point, the only way is up, with many more 
musicals being created by an ever-increasing cadre of talent. 
 
In the past few weeks, theatergoers could have caught a variety of productions created 
by current or recent Tisch students, including the Burnt Part Boys (which was also 
nurtured at Barrington Stage) at New York's Playwright's Horizons, Band 
Geeks at Goodspeed Musicals, the Prospect Theater Company's With Glee, now 
enjoying a sold out run on Theater Row in New York, and now, atBarrington Stage, Pool 
Boy, with music and lyrics by Nikos Tsakalakos and book and lyrics by Janet Allard. 
 
These musicals are not necessarily your mother's or father's musicals.  They're not the 
big special effect extravaganzas of Andrew Lloyd Webber or Cameron MacIntosh, nor 
do they exactly harken back to the elaborate scores and extended choruses of Rodgers 
and Hammerstein or Lerner and Lowe.  Instead, they tend to be smaller, chamber-like 
productions (the realities of the economy setting in) that, if some of the more recent 
ones on view are representative, tell stories that grow out of the creators' own personal 
experiences.  They are good examples of the "write what you know" school of musical 
theater, exemplified by a frequent mentor to these musical theater wannabees, William 
Finn, who directs the Musical Theater Lab at Barrington Stage, and who has certainly 
reflected upon his own life for some of his better known musicals, including March of the 
Falsettos, Falsettoland, Elegies, and A New Brain.  Like many of these emerging 
talents, Finn had one of his own great international successes, the 25th Annual Putnam 
County Spelling Bee, nurtured and developed at Barrington Stage. 
 
Encouraging gifted musical theater artists and matching them with equally gifted and 
committed collaborators are some of the ways in which these efforts enable these 
composers and writers to remain passionate about their work and not get disillusioned 
from the complexities and cruelties of show business.  These artists are breaking new 
ground in musical theater.  They are not writing "big" shows for Broadway, although 
they wouldn't mind their work finding success there.  They are redefining what a musical 
can be for an audience seasoned on big chorus numbers and extensive orchestrations, 
demonstrating how music can tell an honest, intimate story about characters not 
frequently encountered on a musical stage.  And unlike many of the large commercial 
musicals being created directly for Broadway today, these new shows tend not to be 
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adaptations of movies or musicalizations of plays or books, but shows written from the 
creators' hearts, yet given a creative, innovative spin by these new folks on the scene. 
  

 
Cliff Bemis and Sorab Wadia (Kevin Sprague photo) 

Which brings us back to Pool Boy, in a fully-staged, generally tight production, as the 
first of two Music Theater Lab productions at BSC this summer.  Inspired by a raucous, 
eye-opening summer that composer Tsakalakos spent as a pool boy himself at the 
upscale Hotel Bel-Air in Los Angeles, this world premiere contains some earnest ballads 
and bouncy numbers that feel contemporary, while being able to express the jadedness, 
ennui, and faux enthusiasm that characterizes the Hollywood acting and music 
business. Allard, responsible for the book of the musical, collaborated with Tsakalakos 
on the lyrics, and it is clear that they clicked well together, generating playful and 
unforced rhymes that fit well into Tsakalakos's pleasing score which does make some 
welcome forays into the unexpected. 
 
That score is used well, to provide insight into a character's thoughts and motivations, 
and it is one that does not outstay its welcome.  The songs are frequently shorter than 
one anticipates, just enough to get the job done and move on.  The collaborators rely on 
the music and lyrics to tell a great deal of the story--which is exactly what a musical 
should be doing. 
 
The production's major disappointment is that the overall book, original that it is, is all 
too predictable.  We can almost predict the trajectory from the very beginning when 
Nick, the aspiring rock star forced to work the summer as a much put-upon pool boy, 
meets the Duvals, he a famous, self-obsessed record producer and she the beautiful 
but bored wife with a spot-on eye for talent and a lot of extra time on her hands.  Once 
Nick sets eyes on a young woman he assumes to be a rising starlet, the plot is set for 
the ultimately unsurprising events that follow. 

 
Courtney Wolson (Kevin Sprague photo) 

Part of the problem is that director Daniella Topol and her collaborators can't quite 
decide how to present Nick.  As played by young, attractive Jay Armstrong Johnson, 
Nick is simultaneously insufferably ambitious, incredibly naïve, a notoriously bad 
decision maker, a liar, and, with his laid back surfer boy looks, played too stiff to be a 
rock star.  Although he carries around a demo CD and a guitar, we don't get to see him 
perform rock-style until the very end of the show, at which point we finally get a glimpse 
of Johnson's (and thus Nick's) rock and emo chops.  So we're left with having to fill in 
the blanks ourselves, since Allard's book doesn't give us any help, as Nick can't even 
come up with an original thought about what his work is really about, although both Mrs. 
Duval and Nick's friend, Jack, continually restate their belief that Nick is the real thing 
and a genuine future talent. 
 
Sara Gettelfinger and John Hickock are fine and believable as the Duvals, able to 
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handle a variety of styles in their songs and establish characters who are ultimately 
more annoying than they are unlikeable.  Courtney Wolfson is April, the young woman 
who apparently attracts Nick's interest, but there doesn't really seem to be much 
chemistry between them, partly because Nick does come off as an inept loser for much 
of the show. Wolfson does possess a marvelously mature singing voice, so much so 
that she comes off uncomfortably older and wiser than Nick.  Perhaps a little more 
ingenue, please?   
 
Sorab Wadia offers comic relief as the Sultan of Nubai, who can't quite pull off the man-
child dichotomy of his character, a way to believably balance his seven wives with his 
love for Mortal Kombat.  He fares a little better with the Sultan's mercurial nature, relying 
on Nick as his "go to" guy one second, then cutting him off completely the next, 
although the rationale is frequently unclear.  Cliff Bemis as the hotel manager, Mr. 
Lopes (pronounced "hopes"), is mainly around to put a few barriers in Nick's way but 
who poses no serious threat, while Jon Norman Schneider as Nick's friend Jack proves 
that there is someone around who can make even worse decisions than Nick, especially 
a few involving pandering to unseemly racist stereotypes or dispensing questionable 
advice. 
 
Design aspects are fine, especially for the Barrington Stage's smaller second stage, 
with a cabana bar and moveable chaise lounges indicating changes of scenes and 
locations.  I really thought we were going to be treated to a scene with Nick taking April 
out in the Sultan's borrowed Maserati convertible along a stretch of California beach, 
bonding as their hair blew in the wind, but alas we only got to hear about this adventure 
the following morning, when it was promptly forgotten.   Mike Castle, the musical 
director, and his one additional musician, certainly manage to sound as if there were 
quite a few more people and a few more instruments behind the set.   
 
We can certainly praise Pool Boy for trying something original and its cast for an 
outstanding effort in putting forth the songs, especially Johnson, who is virtually on 
stage throughout the evening and an integral of nearly every musical number.  It’s a 
shame he was boxed in by his character so that it was difficult to initially like him and to 
estimate/appreciate his talent.  On a positive creative note, the writers conclude the 
show wisely, not too pat but fittingly, allowing Nick to obtain some perspective on his 
summer experience and,as it seems in his final song, a little bit of maturity as well. 

 


